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RECALL REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Embroidery Backing Patch Removal

These instructions have been developed to guide you through the steps
to remove the embroidery backing patch of the stroller embroidered
canopy logo.
These instructions only apply to recalled strollers with canopies
that have Embroidered Logos. Affected canopies will have one of
the following types of logos: BOB® , Ironman® or Stroller Strides®
Please refer to Fig. 1 Canopy Logo Location & Fig. 2 Rotate
Canopy to determine whether or not your stroller has an
Embroidered Canopy Logo.
Before attempting to remove your Canopy Embroidery Backing
Patch, read and understand these instructions completely to ensure
proper removal. If you are unclear on any point, contact BOB
before removal or use.

Embroidered Logo
Fig. 1 Canopy Logo Location

HAZARD: The backing patch of the embroidered canopy logo poses
a choking hazard. The following steps must be taken to safely use your
stroller. Do not use this product until you have made the necessary
repairs.
The embroidery backing patch is necessary during the manufacturing
process, but is not necessary after manufacturing is complete. It no
longer serves any function and can be easily removed by following
these instructions.

Embroidery Backing Patch
Fig. 2 Rotate Canopy

REMOVE CANOPY EMBROIDERY BACKING PATCH
REPAIR: The following steps should take no more than five minutes.

Embroidery Backing Patch

TOOLS REQUIRED: This repair can be performed with a standard pair
of tweezers.
1. Prepare Stroller
Set parking brake. Remove child from stroller. Rotate canopy(ies)
towards handlebar to expose backside of embroidered canopy logo,
Fig. 2. (See stroller owners manual www.bobgear.com).
2. Locate Edge of Embroidery Backing Patch
For single strollers and older Duallies with a single canopy, there is one
Canopy Logo that needs its backing patch removed.
For newer Duallies with independent (two) canopies, there are two
Canopy Logos that need their backing patches removed.
The backing patch edge is adjacent to the embroidery threads. Locate
the edge of the backing patch as shown in Fig. 3.

Embroidery Threads
Fig. 3 Locate Canopy Backing
Patch Edge

3. Remove Canopy Embroidery Backing Patch
Remove the Canopy Embroidery Backing Patch by grasping it with the
tip of the tweezers and pulling up. The backing patch will naturally tear
and separate along the lines of embroidery stitching as shown in Fig.
4. Repeat this process for all backing patch material remaining on the
backside of the embroidered canopy logo. When complete, the logo
should be free of all backing patch material as shown in Fig. 5.
4. Dispose of Canopy Backing Patch Material
Dispose of Canopy Backing Patch material properly, out of reach of
children.

Fig. 4 Remove Backing Patch

Fig. 5 Backing Patch Removal
Complete
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